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Abstract
We investigate whether the universal character of colour categories can be explained as the result of
a category acquisition process under influence of linguistic communication. A brief overview is presented of the different positions in explaining the mechanisms of colour category acquisition (or perceptual categories in general). We introduce a computational model to study the acquisition of colour
categories with and without linguistic interactions. We present preliminary results, which are compared with recent results from the World Color Survey. We argue that combining biases from colour
perception, perceptual categorisation and linguistic communication provides an alternative explanation
for the nature of colour categories.

1 Introduction
For more than three centuries the precise nature of
human colour categories has been one the most disputed topics among physicists, psychologists, cognitive scientists and anthropologists. Newton, already
in the eighteenth century, wondering about the number of categories that could be discerned in the sunlight’s spectrum, decided on the divine number of
seven, thereby requiring a category called “indigo”
that no-one had observed until then. Three centuries
later much more precise data on colour categories is
available and together with the data came a plethora
of interpretations.
One of the most influential contributions is the
monograph by Berlin and Kay (1969) in which they
reported on the linguistic colour categories of 20 languages. Using naming experiments they elicited the
colour categories of subjects and comparing the categories across different languages they noticed a remarkable cross-cultural correspondence. Until then
the general consensus had been that colour categories
were random for each culture, but Berlin and Kay’s
work rekindled the conviction that the universal character of colour categories could only be explained as
being genetically determined.

In this paper we first summarise the results of the
World Color Survey (WCS) (Kay et al., 1997, 2003)
reported in (Kay and Regier, 2003). This work provides the strongest evidence yet of strong universal
tendencies in colour naming in seperate languages.
We give an overview of the different accounts which
try to explain this universal character and then continue to present a computational model which tests
whether linguistic relativism might be a viable candidate. We report several results from the simulation
and compare these with the data from the WCS.
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The World Color Survey

The WCS reports on colour naming experiments
with speakers of 110 languages spoken in nonindustrialised societies. The field data has been gathered in North and South America, Africa and SouthEast Asia.
In the study each subject is shown a series of 330
coloured chips drawn from the Munsell colour set 1
1 The Munsell Color Company (GretagMacbeth, New Windsor,
NY) produces calibrated chips for art reproduction. The most saturated chips have been used by anthropologists to study colour categories since the 1950s.

(of which 320 chips show gradations of hues at different lightness, all at maximal saturation, and 10 chips
show shades of grey, ranging from white to black) and
asked to name each chip.
The analysis of the data proceeded as follows. For
all subjects studied, the centroid was computed for
every colour term they used. For this the Munsell colour values were converted to the CIE L ∗ a∗ b∗
colour appearance model 2. The term centroids were
projected back onto the closest matching Munsell
chip. For each language a chart can now be produced
showing the average representation of all colour
terms in that language.
To get a visual impression of the linguistic colour
categories over all 110 languages, the centroids of all
subjects of all languages can be combined into one
single histogram (figure 1). The floor plane of the
histogram corresponds to the ordered Munsell chart,
with on one axis the hue value of the chip, ranging
from red, over yellow, green, blue, to purple; and on
the other axis the lightness of the chip (note that it
does not display the counts for achromatic chips).
The histogram shows that the linguistic colour categories of different languages are not arbitrary; it
clearly illustrates the universal character of colour
categorisation. Peaks can be found at regions close
to the English colour terms pink/red, brown, yellow,
green, blue and purple.
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Attempts at explaining universalism

The challenge now is accounting for colour naming universalism. The leading position has always
been that colour categorisation results directly or indirectly from an innate endowment (Kay and McDaniel, 1978; Bornstein, 1985; Hardin, 1988; Shepard, 1992; Kaiser and Boynton, 1996). One hypothesis states that there exist basic colour categories that
are explicitly related to the opponent colour processing in the human visual pathways. Psychological
and neurophysiological data indeed points to an opponent character of human colour perception, with
white contrasting with black, red with green and yellow with blue. All other basic categories —orange,
brown, pink, purple and grey— can be deduced from
these six primaries. Although this account has made
it into textbooks (e.g. Crystal, 1997), some scholars
still doubt that colour categories are unequivocally
fixed by neural correlates (Saunders and van Brakel,
1997; Lucy, 1997; Jameson and D’Andrade, 1997) or
that colour categories are universal at all (Roberson
et al., 2000).
In the next section we will present a computational
model to study if colour categories can be explained
as a concept formation process which is under influence of language (or cultural exchange in general).
It has been proposed by some that colour categories
not only are associated with colour terms, but that
colour terms also have an influence on the acquisition of colour categories (Gellatly, 1995; Davies and
Corbett, 1997). This position has become known as
the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis (Whorf, 1956).
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The computational model
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Figure 1: Histogram showing the linguistic colour
categories for 110 languages spoken in nonindustrialised societies (data from Kay and Regier,
2003).

The computational model we use is based on
a research methodology first proposed by Steels
(1996a,b). Using this methodology Steels studied
how meanings can be associated unambigiously with
words. It was later extended for studying adaptive
meanings and open lexica in (Steels, 1998; Belpaeme,
2001). The methodology relies on multi-agent simulations. Each agent is able to perceive, categorise
its perceptions and lexicalise the resulting categories.
We briefly present the internals of an agent:

2 CIE L∗ a∗ b∗ is a perceptually uniform colour representation.
It is a 3D colour space, in which the L∗ dimension represents the
lightness, and the a∗ and b∗ dimensions represent the chroma of
the colour. A Euclidean distance function can be used to compute
the perceptual distance between two CIE L∗ a∗ b∗ values.

Perception The perception of colours is modelled
by relying on the properties of the CIE L ∗ a∗ b∗
colour space (Fairchild, 1998). Agents are offered colour stimuli as RGB triplets, these are
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converted to CIE L ∗ a∗ b∗ values. The conversion from RGB to CIE L ∗ a∗ b∗ is given in
the following equations. The conversion matrix
is for PAL/SECAM viewing conditions, with
γ = 2.5; the XY Z coordinates of the reference white are taken to be [X n Yn Xn ]T =
[0.950 1.000 1.089]T .
⎛ ⎞ ⎛
⎞ ⎛ ⎞γ
X
0.431 0.222 0.0202
R
⎝ Y ⎠ = ⎝0.342 0.707 0.130 ⎠ . ⎝G⎠
Z
0.178 0.0713 0.939
B
⎧

⎨ 116 Y − 16 Y > 
Yn
Yn
L∗ =
Y
⎩ 903.3 Y
Yn 
Yn ≤ 
 
a∗ = 500 f XXn − f YYn

 
b∗ = 200 f XXn − f ZZn
1
x /3
x>
f (x) =
7.787x + 16/116 x ≤ 
 = 0.008856
The CIE L∗ a∗ b∗ colour representation was designed to mimick human psychological colour
experience, and therefore serves well as our
colour perception model.
Categorisation To implement perceptual categorisation we resort to a point representation in the
CIE L∗ a∗ b∗ space. Each colour category is a
point in that space, and the membership function for a category is the Euclidean distance to
that point.
Lexicalisation Colour categories can be associated
with colour terms. The strength of the association is represented by a scalar value s ∈ [0, 1].
Colour categories can be associated with more
than one word (thereby allowing synonymy) and
words can be associated with more than one category (thereby allowing homonymy).
Additionally an interaction between two agents is
defined, which serves to let the agents acquire a repertoire of colour categories and colour terms. The interaction implements horizontal transmission of lexical
entries and categories. It consists of two components,
a discrimination game and a guessing game, both described below.

4.1

The discrimination game

The discrimination game serves to build a repertoire
of categories that allows an agent A to distinguish between stimuli. This pseudo code for the discrimination game is as follows.
Algorithm 1 Discrimination Game(A, O)
1: Agent A chooses a topic o t from the context O =
{o1 , . . . , oN } containing N objects.
2: Agent A perceives each stimulus in the context
by constructing an internal representation for it:
{o1 , . . . , oON } → {r1 , . . . , rN }
3: For each internal representation r i , the best
matching category is found. This is the category
which has the highest output for r i of all the categories available in the category repertoire of the
agent ACR and which we will denote by c best
:
i
, . . . , cbest
{r1 , . . . , rN } → {cbest
1
N }
4: If the best matching category for the topic c best
is
t
, . . . , cbest
unique in {cbest
1
ON } the game succeeded,
otherwise it has failed.
An agent is offered a number of objects, this is
called the context O. One of the object is the topic o t ,
which the agent has to distinguish from the other objects in the context. For this, the agent first perceives
all objects, which results in a number of internal representation ri . Next, the internal representation are
matched to categories. For example, if the agent has
only one category, all representation of objects will be
matched to that same category, making it impossible
for the agent to distinguish betweem objects. However, as soon as the agent has more than one category, it can start distinguishing between objects. If
the topic is matched with a category with which no
other object matches, we say that the agent is able to
“discriminate the topic from the context” and we call
the discrimination game a success.
The discrimination game can fail in several ways:
this is an opportunity to improve the agent’s categorical repertoire. When the category repertoire A CR is
empty, a new category is created on the internal representation of the topic r t . When no discriminating
category could be found, there are two possible actions: (1) a new category is created on r t or (2) the
best matching category c best
is adapted to better rept
resent the internal representation of the topic r t , this
is done by shifting c best
towards rt . Option (1) is
t
taken when the discriminative success of the agent is
below a threshold θ adapt = 0.95, otherwise option
(2) is taken.

4.2 The guessing game
The guessing game is played between two agents randomly chosen from the population: one acting as
speaker (AS ) and the other as hearer (A H ). The
pseudo code for the guessing game is as follows 3 .
The speaker and hearer both observe the same context O. The speaker knows what the topic o t of the
conversation is, and tries to linguistically communicate the topic to the hearer. For this the speaker
first plays a discrimination game, if this succeeds the
speaker looks up the word associated with the discriminating category. This word is then relayed to the
hearer. The hearer looks up the category belonging to
the word, and maps the category onto the objects in
the context. It then points to the object which matches
best with the category. Finally, the speaker reports if
the hearer has pointed correctly to the topic. During
the course of the guessing game, both agents adapt
the strength sij between category c i and word wj according to the following equation (with δ = 0.1).
⎧
⎨ sij = min (sij + δ, 1)
skl = max (skl − δ, 0)
⎩
in row i and column j with k = i, l = j

When the guessing game is successful the speaker
and hearer both increase the strength of the association between the categories used and the communicated word4 .
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Experimental results

As input to the agents we use two different sets of
colour data. One set, called the random set, contains random colours generated by drawing colours
from the RGB colour solid and then converting them
to CIE L∗ a∗ b∗ . The other set, called the nature set,
draws colours from digital photographs of natural
scenes. The difference between both is that the random set contains a uniform distribution of colours,
while the nature set contains a skewed distribution
with an abundance of low-saturated colours and few
high-saturated colours. The purpose of having two
data sets is to study the effect of the environment on
the acquisition of colour categories.
For reference the results from the WCS (Kay and
Regier, 2003) are repeated in figure 2 now a contour
plot of figure 1. The locations of English colour terms
are added for reference.

(1)
A categories is adapted by shifting the point representation of a category towards a representation r, as
in eq. 2; α is a learning rate, set to 0.7.
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Of course, also the guessing game can fail at several ways. For each failure, an appropriate action is
taken so that the agents will be more successful at
communicating in future games.
• The speaker fails at the discrimination game: it
adapts its categorical repertoire as described in
4.1.
:a
• The speaker has no word associated with c best
t
new word is created and associated with an initial strength s = 0.5.
• The hearer does not know the word w: the
speaker “points” at the topic and the hearer associates the word w with the category best matching the topic, with initial strength s = 0.5.
• The hearer fails to pick out the topic (o t = oh ):
the strength of the association between c best
and
t
w is decreased by δ.
3 DG

stands for discrimination game.
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Figure 2: Contour plot of the WCS data.
Four types of simulations have been run. DGRAN:
discrimination game where agents are fed random
data. DGNAT: discrimination game where agents
are fed nature data. GGRAN: guessing game where
agents are fed random data. And GGNAT: guessing
game where agents are fed nature data.
Each type of simulation has a population of 10
agents and has been run 105 times 5 . The results presented for each type of simulation are the sum of
these 105 runs.
4 More details, specifically on the implementation of the update
rules, can be found in (Bleys, 2004; Steels and Belpaeme, 2005)
5 One could think of these 105 runs as hundred different artificial societies.

Algorithm 2 Guessing Game(A S , AH , O)
speaker AS
chooses topic ot
plays DG for ot
DG succeeds and returns c S
finds term w for c S
utters w

hearer AH

→w→
← oh ←
→ ot →

Figures 3, 4, 5 and 6 show contour plots of histograms collecting the colour categories of 10 × 105
agents. A first observation is that each type of simulation cuts up the colour continuum in a number
of peaks: colour categories are not randomly constructed (if they would be, the histogram should not
have any peaks).

sees ot
updates sH
cw using eq. 1
adapts category c H to rt using eq. 2
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if hearer guessed right, then o t = oh
update sScw using eq. 1
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finds oh closest to cH
points to oh
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Figure 4: Contour plot of DGNAT results.
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Figure 3: Contour plot of DGRAN results.
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Two biases, present in all four simulations, are
quite influential. On the one hand, the psychological
colour space —modelled by the CIE L ∗ a∗ b∗ colour
space— puts constraints in the location of the categories (the colour space is shaped like two bumpy
cones connected to each other at their base). The second bias is formed by the property of categories to
be maximally distinctive. Both biases act together
so that colour categories are in a way “pushed” towards locations where they are maximally distinctive
and where they form a stable configuration. Colour
categories are stable when they are located in places
where shifting the colour category would result in a
lower discriminative or communicative success.
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Figure 5: Contour plot of GGRAN results.
In this sense, all four simulations return colour categories that retain all properties of human perceptual categories. However, the purpose of our study
is to see whether acquiring colour categories with an
additional bias formed by linguistic communication
would result in categories that are more human-like.
Figures 5 and 6 when compared to figure 2 give a
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Figure 6: Contour plot of GGNAT results.
qualitative impression, but a measure is needed compare the histograms quantitavily. Eq. 3 computes
the sum of squared pair-wise differences between two
histograms h and h  (with hi being the bin at index i
in histogram h).
d (h, h ) =

(hi − hi )2

(3)

i

Table 1 shows the comparison between the histograms obtained from the simulations and the WCS
data. According to the measure we use, the DGNAT
simulation resembles human colour categories most.
However, also the DGRAN and GGNAT data have a
similar distance to the human data. Only the GGRAN
data seems to be off, why remains eludes us at the
moment.
d(h, W CS)
DGRAN
DGNAT
GGRAN
GGNAT
WCS

acquire colour categories that not only discriminate
well, but also communicate well.
The categories resulting from the simulations are
qualitatively similar to human colour categories: they
take up regions in the colour space that correspond
well to the WCS data. We have not been able to show
that the influence of communication on category formation results in radically different categories. This
might however be due to the limitations of our analysis. The sum of squared distances measure might not
be suited to compare two-dimensional histograms.
For example, if two identical histograms are compared, but one is shifted relative to the other, the sum
of squared distances measure will return a low value;
this is not desired.
Future analysis will point out if there exist measures which might give a better impression of the similarity of histograms. One alternatively could be to
extract the peaks of the histograms and compare the
using a certain distance measure 6 .
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6 Discussion
The computational models that are presented here implement a view on colour categorisation which contrasts with the innatist viewpoint on colour categories.
We have shown how agents can acquire a set of categories that is sufficient to discriminate colours, and in
the case of the guessing game simulations, the agent
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